moved to amend as follows:

1. In line 25148, reinsert "or"; delete ", or"
2. In line 25149, delete "(F)"
3. In line 25154, delete "(J)" and insert "(I)"
4. In line 25208, delete "(J)" and insert "(I)"
5. In line 25227, strike through "2016-2017" and insert "2019-2020"; strike through "is"
6. In line 25228, strike through "enrolled in or will be enrolling in" and insert "meets both of the following conditions:
   (a) The student was enrolled in a public or nonpublic school or was homeschooled in the prior school year and completed any of grades eight through eleven in that school year.
   (b) The student would be assigned to"
7. In line 25229, strike through "serves" and insert "either:
   (i) Serves"
8. In line 25235, after "sought" insert ";"
9. (ii) Is a building described in division (A)(1) of this section"
10. After line 25235, insert:
"Any student who was awarded a scholarship under division (A)(6) of this section as it existed prior to the effective date of this amendment may continue to receive scholarships in subsequent school years until the student completes grade twelve, as long as the student meets the criteria prescribed by division (F) of this section."

In line 25302, after "(F)" delete the balance of the line
Delete lines 25303 through 25306
In line 25307, delete "(G)"
In line 25325, reinsert "(G)"; delete "(H)"
In line 25356, reinsert "(F)"; delete "(G)"
In line 25357, reinsert "(H)"; delete "(I)"
In line 25358, reinsert "(F)"; delete "(G)"
In line 25360, reinsert "(I)"; delete "(J)"
In line 25464, reinsert "(F)"; delete "(G)"
In line 25498, reinsert "(F)"; delete "(G)"

The motion was ________ agreed to.

**SYNOPSIS**

**EdChoice Scholarship Program – eligibility**

R.C. 3310.03; conforming changes in R.C. 3310.032 and 3310.035

Removes the Senate provision that qualifies for school performance-based EdChoice scholarships chartered nonpublic students enrolled in eighth grade without a state scholarship in the school year prior to the first school year for which a scholarship is sought.
Qualifies, beginning with the 2019-2020 school year, a student for the EdChoice scholarship program who meets both of the following conditions:

(1) The student was enrolled in a public or nonpublic school or was homeschooled in the prior school year and completed any of grades eight through eleven in that school year; and

(2) As under current law, the student would be assigned to a building in the school year for which the scholarship is sought that serves any of grades nine through twelve and that received a grade of "D" or "F" for the four-year adjusted cohort graduation rate in two of the three most recent report cards published prior to July 1 of the school year for which a scholarship is sought or is a building that otherwise qualifies the student for EdChoice as described in current law.

Specifies that students who received scholarships as entering high school students under current law (as described in (2) above) may continue to receive scholarships as long as they continue to meet the law's other eligibility criteria.